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AFLP is a highly sensitive method for genomic DNA fingerprinting of any origin and 
complexity. The most important characteristic is the capacity to examine an entire genome for 
polymorphism and its reproducibility. AFLP can be applied to any DNA sample including 
human, animal, plant and microbial DNA, giving it the potential to become a universal DNA 
fingerprinting system. The AFLP technique has been developed by the company KeyGene 
(Wageningen, The Netherlands), which has filed property rights on this technology (Zabeau 
and Vos 1993). 
Tulip is one of the most important flower bulbs of spring days, mostly created by Dutch 
breeders.More than six thousands Tulip varieties are cultivated worldwide. 
Tulip breaking virus is a serious problem in growing and forcing tulips. The virus 
causes breaking of the flower colour and reduction of the bulb yield (Eikelboom et al., 1992). 
To speed up selection and reduce costs during the breeding process, selection with molecular 
markers for the trait of interest could be usefull. Selection would be possible in an early stage 
of the breeding process, which makes it possible to start a next generation sooner. No 
propagation needed to perform biotests and more traits could be tested in one season.  
The AFLP method was performed as described by Vos et al.(1995) with some minor 
modifications.Cultivars Kees Nelis,Cantate and progenity of this cross (Kees Nelis x Cantate), 
were analyzed for linkage to the molecular map of tulip, which was developed with markers 
obtained by AFLP analysis.  
Most of the markers were mapped and with the enzyme primer combination M52G/E33 
IRD 800 was identified a marker in linkage to the TBV resistance fragment175 bp and used 
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